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PROJECT IN BRIEF
The project Establishing smart energy system
curriculum at Russian and Vietnamese
universities (ESSENCE) was supported by the
European Union within the framework of the
programme Erasmus+, Key Action 2, Capacity‐
building projects in the field of higher
education. Project period is from October 15,
2017 till October 14, 2020. The amount of EU
funding is 856 328 EUR.
The main objective of the project is to
modernise master level curriculum in smart
energy systems (SES) at Russian and
Vietnamese partners in close cooperation
with industry, in accordance with Bologna and
European
Qualification
Framework
requirements in order to meet the
expectations of main stakeholders.
Project specific objectives are as follows:

to modernise and implement master
level courses based on the specific assets of
participating partners in accordance with EQF
and industry expectations;
to boost internationalisation processes
at RU and VN universities through intensifying
international and national level cooperation
between participating universities;
to create necessary similarities enabling
academic mobility between participating
universities and smooth recognition of study
results obtained;
to enhance professional competence of
partner countries universities teachers and
enhance
networking
amongst
the
participating universities
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to enhance collaboration with industrial
enterprises as main stakeholders for their
involvement into educational process;
to enhance the employability of
university graduates.
The project will benefit multiple target groups
on different levels during the project life‐time
and beyond: current and prospective
students, staff of participating universities,
higher educational society, and industry.
The project consortium is composed of 10
partners from the European Union, Vietnam
and Russia as well as one associated partner.
Coordinator: Riga Technical University (RTU),

Latvia; Partners: Institut Polytechnique de
Grenoble (Grenoble INP), France; Technical
University of Košice (TUKE), Slovakia; Tomsk
Polytechnic University (TPU), Russia; Irkutsk
National Research Technical University
(INRTU), Russia; Ural Federal University
(UrFU), Russia; Kazan State Power Engineering
University (KSPEU), Russia; North‐Eastern
Federal University (NEFU), Russia; Ho Chi
Minh City University of Technology and
Education (HCMUTE), Vietnam; Hanoi
University of Mining and Geology (HUMG),
Vietnam; Associated partner: Siemens
Moscow.
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KICK‐OFF MEETING
The kick‐off meeting for ESSENCE project took
place in February 15‐16, 2018 in Kazan,
Russia. The first face‐to‐face meeting of
consortium members was hosted by Kazan
State Power Engineering University. The two‐
day agenda of the meeting was very rich:

introduction of partner universities and
project teams; detailed presentation of work
packages by their leaders; discussion of
current and forthcoming project activities and
tasks.

SELF‐EXAMAINATION OF RU AND VN UNIVERSITIES
ASSESSMENT VISITS OF EU PARTNERS
Within the framework of the Preparation
work package with the aim to evaluate the
teaching and learning environment at Russian
and Vietnamese universities, self‐examination
of universities in partner countries was carried
out followed by assessment visits of
representatives from European partners. So,
RTU experts have visited TPU and INRTU in
Russia, Grenoble INP professor assessed
HCMUTE and HUMG in Vietnam while TUKE

team almost crossed Russia from west to east
exploring KSPEU, UrFU and NEFU. Based on
two reports – on self‐examination and
assessment one – the final reports on current
situation at Russian and Vietnamese partners
were produced which will be used for more
efficient project realization and project results
implementation. It is also to mention that
during assessment visits EU experts have
contributed a lot to dissemination activities
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through delivering open presentations and
lectures, meeting with RU and VN universities

administrative
students.

and

teaching

staff

and

SURVEY OF PROJECT STAKEHOLDERS
With the main aim of ESSENCE project to
modernize master level curriculum in the field
of smart energy systems (SES), it is crucial to
know what to teach to train specialists
meeting European requirements. To know the
content, the main stakeholders of SES
modernised curriculum have been surveyed
regarding
their
expectations
and
requirements. Grenoble INP with all partners
having made input has developed the

questionnaires for students, academics and
industry representatives. The questionnaires
were available in three languages: English,
Russian and Vietnamese. All in all over 1500
persons took part in the survey in Russia and
Vietnam: 1143 students, 154 academics, 377
industry representatives. The analysis of
questionnaires enabled the production of the
extended list of courses for the future core
curriculum.

UPCOMING EVENTS
Workshop and partner meeting in Grenoble in April 4‐6, 2018
Intensive training of RU and VN staff at EU partners in April ‐ May 2018
Webinar in advanced teaching techniques
Information sessions at RU and VN partner universities in September ‐ October 2018

For further information about the project please refer to web‐site www.essence‐erasmus.org!
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